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Abstract—The
paper
presents
a
method
for
validation/testing
a
control
area
network
(CAN)
communication circuit used in all electronic control units
(ECUs) developed in automotive industry after 2000. Using a
specific hardware configuration and remotely controlled by
LabVIEW. The author’s presents their own vision regarding
operational software algorithm implementation and integration
/ execution of some test cases in order to validate a CAN
circuit. Using this method, it is possible to validate/test CAN
hardware circuits in a short time and with the possibility of
saving the test results. Human operator is interfering with the
system only through the graphical user interface. The error
sources for this system are reduced to minimum.
Index
Terms—automated
measuring/validation/testing
system, LabVIEW programming, testing algorithm, remote
control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Three important steps must be fulfilled when a product is
developed: design, test and results analysis. In this paper an
automated testing system that improves the testing/
measurement/ integrating process is presented. As the trend
in the last years is to reduce the time spent for product
development, the process for product development was
decreased from 3 years to 1.5 years. Consequently it became
of crucial importance to develop new fast methods for
testing/ measuring/validating in small execution times.
In actual automotive industry a great impact is
represented by the testing/ measuring/ validating process of
products. The future of these processes is based on
automation and execution time reduction. With the growth
of the modules that are automatically tested the time
allocated for product design can be decreased. In the
beginning of the automotive industry in a city car there were
just a few ECUs responsible for implementing important
functions in the vehicle like: board computer, start engine,
management for fuel injection or comfort functions.
Nowadays, in automotive industry one ECU is responsible
for one or more functions. This was the reason why the
answer to the needs of a standard communication protocol
between these ECUs was first given by the Robert Bosch
GmbH in 1983, while the official standard was launched in
1986. In 1992 the standard for control area network (CAN)
communication protocol 2.0 [24][25] was first published.
The CAN bus circuit is used in all vehicles to connect the
engine control unit to the transmission control unit, door
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lock control unit, airbag units, seat control and/or other
ECUs that exist in vehicle architecture. First the CAN was
designed for automotive industry only, but many other fields
have adopted this standard, such as industrial automation
and medical equipment.
Considering all these industries that adopted this type of
standard communication and corroborated with the need for
having this circuit tested, more standards have appeared to
clarify how this circuit could be tested [9],[10]. This paper is
presenting a hardware concept for the automated testing
system (ATS)[1]-[8],[11], a software (SW) algorithm
containing the main program and the graphical user
interface (GUI), both developed in LabVIEW, and test cases
comprising the results obtained according to international
standard ISOCD11898-2. Similar solutions are developed by
Teradyne Co, but with equipment fixed in a rack or in a bloc
and for one project. Basically for the ATS proposed by the
authors in this paper, the test engineer can adapt the system
to the product needs.
II. ATS HARDWARE CONCEPT
Starting from the requirements of the CAN circuit
[9],[10], it can be concluded that the equipment needed is
that in Table I:
Name
LabVIEW (SW)
Computer
Power Supply
DMM
Converter
USBGPIB
Function Generator
Oscilloscope (OSC)
Switch Unit
Vector

TABLE I. ATS EQUIPMENT
Communication
Model
Protocol
IEEE488, VISA,
8.5
RS232
USB, RS232,
Dell Optiplex
LAN
IEEE488.
Agilent E3465A
RSR232
Agilent 34401A IEEE488, RS232
Agilent 82357A

Agilent 33220A
LeCroy 424
Agilent 34970A
CANcaseXL
For each circuit it
Nails Bed
is own developed
For each circuit it
Measuring Interface
is own developed

Quantity
1 Licence
1
1
1

USBGPIB

1

IEEE488, RS232
LAN, RS232
IEEE488, RS232
CAN

1
1
1
1
1
1

System design involves the hardware equipment
presented in Table 1 and a programming language intended
to remotely control all devices used in these test cases, with
the facility to build a graphical user interface (GUI) [23][25]. The selected program for SW algorithm
implementation is LabVIEW - version 8.5 [15]-[20]. More
details related to this program are presented in the next
paragraphs.
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The devices are remotely controlled through an universal
serial bus (USB)general purpose interface bus (GPIB)
converter, provided by Agilent. This converter is able to
control up to 14 devices using the IEEE488 (GPIB) protocol
[21],[22]. These devices have a unique address, with the
possibility to control all devices in parallel.
The input voltage of ECU is provided by a power supply
that in this case provides an input voltage in the range of 0V
up to 40V and a 1.3A input current [14]. This corresponds to
the automotive range where an ECU should be active.
A second requirement for the ATS is to have at least one
measuring device where the required signals to be measured
will be connected to. In this application a digital multimeter
(DMM) or an oscilloscope were used. This chain
architecture is possible only if the following hardware
devices are present:
 A nails bed, with the needles connected to ECU test
points for signal acquisition
 An interface to be built, namely connections
between the nails bed and the measuring devices.
 Switch Unit – by closing a relay signals are routed
inside the interface to a measuring device. In this
switch unit more modules can be chosen. In this
paper Agilent 34907A was selected.
The Vector CanCaseXL device it is used to start the ECU
and to support the communication between computer (PC)
and ECU.
In figure 1 the block diagram of the entire circuit of the
ATS proposed by the author’s is depicted.
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algorithms for a function, to generate files on a local
computer and/or to remote control all devices connected to
the GPIB bus. LabVIEW is also able to control devices
connected to Ethernet or to RS232 port [12],[13].
GUI is created through this visual programming language
and exhibits the following proprieties [26]:
 It is intuitive/user friendly.
 Provides enabling/ disabling control of a device.
 Display of user & product information.
 Selects the test cases from a pop-up window
 Display of the results
 Enables test report generation
In the GUI the human operator must have the possibility
to both set all important parameters for one test and be able
to observe in every moment what is the status of a selected
test in the results window.

Figure 2. The GUI for the ATS.

Figure 1. ATS block diagram.

It can be observed that three communication buses are
managed. With these three protocols these devices are
remote controlled. GPIB and LAN protocols are
bidirectional and used for devices. USB is used to have the
CAN communication active with the ECU, through Vector
CANCase. Due to application software you may store
pictures from the oscilloscope on a local hard drive, in a
desired path on the local hard drive. This feature is an
advantage when test results are presented or analyzed and
when a test report is generated.
III. SOFTWARE: GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE AND
ALGORITHM

LabVIEW is a graphical programming language that
allows users to build graphical user interfaces, to create
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Even if the graphical user interface is very intuitive and
there is the possibility to prepare almost everything to
perform a test, one important part consists in the main
function when application software is executed. The main
steps of the execution algorithm can be observed in figure 3.
The start in figure 3 is associated with a button that is
present in the main Select Test window. This pop up
window, presented in figure 4, shows up when the Select
Test button from GUI is pressed.
An important step in each testing software algorithm is
device initialization. In this sequence it can be for the first
time observed whether a device responds correctly or it has
some flaws. If all the selected/ enabled devices needed for
performing the test case are not responding OK, then this
would lead to a premature end of the SW routine and
consequently the test cannot be performed.
When this step is ended with a positive response, the test
cases should be selected. In the pop-up window shown in
figure 4 all test cases that can be selected and performed are
presented. The OK button in this window is assigned with
Start Testing. When no test case (TC) is selected, the OK
button is not working because nothing can start. Pop up
window cannot be closed by pressing ok, only by pressing X
button and that means the end of SW routine and for the
main program.
When some test cases are selected, started and performed,
the following step is to save all results. Normally the GUI
provides a possibility to activate/deactivate test report
generation. The reason of such an option is the following:
when the TCs are created for the users for the first time it is
not important to save all the results/reports, but it is more
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important to display them in results window. Here, the test
engineer can take decisions about what to change in the TC
or to check the test specification (TS) once again and what
equipment to use. After the test results are saved, the system
is brought into the default state. The main program must be
run once again to repeat or to select other TCs.

Figure 4. Test Case selection pop up window.

Figure 3. Main software algorithm.

For the test engineers the test execution algorithm shown in
figure 5 is important, too. When this subroutine is called and
performed, it can be observed that if no test case is selected
then this subroutine doesn’t do anything. If there some TCs
are selected then all variables needed for performing the
TCs are initialized. Due to the fact that most of the time
also other users have access and rights to modify this
program, a routine for checking if the correct variables are
initialized and to verify/check if any errors occur is inserted
into the algorithm.
If the variables cannot be initialized then it is concluded
that there is a problem with the software, the subroutine is
ended and the TCs cannot be performed.
If this sequence is successfully passed, it comes the part
where all the devices are set according to the TS. For
example, the voltage is set to 14V, relays no. 14, 15, 16, 19
are closed, the oscilloscope is set to be active with all 4
channels and its trigger is related to CH1 at 2.5V on a rising
edge. All these can be done with the help of the GPIB bus
and the LAN bus and are all managed by LabVIEW.

Figure 5. Software Test Case Execution algorithm.
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After configuring all devices, a protection routine is
implemented to check if any short circuit has occurred or if
the input voltage is correctly set. When this protection
routine test is not passed then no input voltage for the ECU
is available. The responsible switch for powering up the
circuit is closed only after it receives a positive response
from the power supply.
After this routine the TCs are executed. TCs can also be
stopped at this time if abnormal results are noticed. After
test execution, some mathematical operations can be done
with the obtained results, such as addition, substraction,
signal processing or comparison with other values. When
the main scope of the TC validates one precise value by
using the boundary method for testing, a quick result is
obtained and displayed. Depending on the test engineer who
develops the program, an option with “failed” and “passed”
can also be added. When one test case is finished and the
obtained results are prepared to be reported, the performed
TC is deleted from the vector, all devices are brought to
their initial state and the next test case is ready to be
performed. If no other test cases are to be performed, this
subroutine is ended and the program returns into the main
program.
Of course, new options can be added and the application
software can be further developed, but for the scope of this
paper only these two subroutines were successfully
performed and good results were provided.
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bus. V diff represents the differential voltage between the two
CAN lines.
Vdiff  VCAN _ H  VCAN _ L
(1)
Dominant state means that value for V diff is higher than a
minimum threshold measured during a dominant bit. When
another ECU is connected to the CAN bus and the
communication is enabled in the transmitting/receiving
state, then the condition for a dominant bit is fulfilled. When
all ECUs are in idle state, then the recessive state/mode is
present and no communication is available.
R diff – represents the differential internal resistance,
measured during a recessive state when a CAN node is
disconnected from the CAN bus.

Figure 7. V diff measurement setup.

IV. CAN CIRCUIT, TEST CASES & TEST SPECIFICATIONS
Even in this paper only one type of CAN circuit is
presented, all other circuits are similar and should respect
the standard developed by Robert Bosch in 1992. With the
ATS presented in this paper all types of CAN circuits can be
validated in less than 5 minutes.
In figure 6 the validated circuit, proposed by the author’s,
is enfaced.

Figure 6. CAN circuit structure for automotive ECUs.

This circuit is a typical application. Each original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) is developing its own
circuit according to the international standards. In the sequel
some typical CAN terms definitions and validation test
cases are presented. Although various other test cases can be
developed, for a basic validation of CAN circuit these TCs
are sufficient.
V CAN_H & V CAN_L are the bus voltages, CAN_L (L=low)
and CAN_H (H=high) with respect to ground [25]. A first
TC is to determine their level in the two logical states of the
CAN circuit, that is in the recessive and in the dominant
states.
In the recessive state, V CAN_H & V CAN_L are fixed to the
average voltage level, depending on termination of the CAN
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Figure 8. Voltages & physical bit representation.

Other test cases include V diff value measurement in the
recessive and dominant states. Of course, it is also important
to see the front details of the voltage signals, like rise time,
fall time and bit time/frequency for a dominant bit.
TABLE II – CAN BUS VOLTAGE PARAMETERS IN RECESSIVE STATE
Paramet
Notati
Un
Value
Condition
er
on
it
min
nom
max
Respect for
Common
V CAN_H
V
2.5
7
GND, in
mode bus
each CAN
voltage
V
-2.0
2.5
V CAN_L
node
Measured in
each CAN
Differenti
m
node
al bus
V diff
-120
0
12
V
voltage
connected to
the BUS
TABLE III – CAN BUS VOLTAGE PARAM. IN DOMINANT STATE
Value
Paramet
Notati
Un
Condition
er
on
it
min
nom
max
Respect for
Common
V CAN_H
V
3.5
7
GND, in
mode bus
each CAN
voltage
V CAN_L
V
-2.0
1.5
node
Differenti
CAN nodes
al bus
V diff
V
1.2
2.0
3.0
connected to
voltage
the BUS
TABLE IV – MAXIMUM RATINGS OF VCAN_H & VCAN_L
Value
Nominal
Battery
Notation
Unit
min
max
Voltage
V CAN_H
V
-3.0
16
12V
V CAN_L
V
-3.0
16
V CAN_H
V
-3.0
32
24V
V CAN_L
V
-3.0
32
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TABLE V – DC PARAMETERS DURING RECESSIVE STATE FOR A CAN NODE
Value
Paramet
Notati
Unit
Condition
er
on
min
nom
max
Output
V CAN_H
V
2.0
2.5
3.0
No load
Bus CAN
V CAN_L
V
2.0
2.5
3.0
Voltage
Differenti
No load
al output
V diff
mV
-500
0
50
CAN Bus
Voltage
Differenti
al
Rdiff
kΩ
10
100
No load
Resistor
Internal
Rin
kΩ
5
50
Resistor
TABLE VI – DC PARAMETERS DURING DOMINANT STATE FOR A CAN NODE
Value
Paramet
Notati
Unit
Condition
er
on
min
nom
max
V
2.75
3.5
4.5
Bus CAN V CAN_H
No load
Voltage
V CAN_L
V
0.5
1.5
2.25
Differenti
No load
al output
V diff
V
1.5
2.0
3.0
Bus
Voltage

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The two devices used for measuring the above parameters
for the CAN circuit were the DMM and the OSC.
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Figure 12. Rise Time for CAN_H / Fall Time for CAN_L

Figure 13. Fall Time for CAN_H / Rise Time for CAN_L

Table VII – Resistance for a CAN node
Parameter

Notation

Unit

Value

Differential
Resistor

CAN_H & GND
CAN_L& GND
CAN_H & CAN_L

kΩ
kΩ
kΩ

16.53
16.54
2.6

R between
terminals

Figure 9. CAN Bus maximum ratings for V CAN_H & V CAN_L.

Figure 14. Bit width / time / frequency

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 10. CAN voltage levels for the dominant state.

Figure 11. CAN Bus Voltages for the recessive state.

ATS proposed in this paper can be used to perform
following measurements: voltage levels, rise times, fall
times, pulse widths, frequencies and different parameters for
an electrical signal can be measured. It can be observed that
this ATS can be used both for circuit validation and for
measurement/testing.
The proposed ATS represents a requirement of our day’s
automotive industry. The ATS proposed by the authors is
having the following advantages:
 Short execution times, 3 to 5 time faster as manual
testing
 Low cost for in a 5 year time period. Costs are high
at the beginning, around 22.000 Euro, but decreasing
with every project due to high reusability propriety.
In the form presented in this paper one objective was
to be built in such a way that all modules to be reused
to other ATS. Thus functionality can be increased,
and new features could be integrated.
 Measuring error introduced by the system is under
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1%, measured on a 3V3 reference voltage.
Theoretical value is 3.300V±1% and measured value
for this voltage with this system is 3.318V.
 no possibility that test results to be influenced by the
human operator
 high repeatability, good traceability and quick test
case execution
Also the measurement setup is easy to be built; full
assembly of the system from ground to functional operation
can take maximum three hours, including software
installation and updates.
The algorithms for the application software can be further
improved, if desired. Algorithms presented in figure3 and 5
are representing the author’s vision related to operational
software. The purpose of this paper was just to validate the
CAN circuit that is found in all automotive ECUs. Routines
can be further developed, but even in this simple form this
ATS can be a serious candidate when a quick solution for
testing/ validating is needed. The ATS can be further
developed for other modules from automotive ECUs like:
power modules, digital modules, analog modules. Other test
cases can be implemented and the number of TCs performed
can be increased, this depending only on the ability of the
test engineer. The number of devices remotely controlled
can be increased to 14 plus two: one on the LAN and one on
the RS232 communication protocol. To develop the test
specifications and the TCs CAN international standard
ISOCD11898-2 has been used. Other OEMs may have their
own requirements, but most of the new requirements are
based on this standard. This paper presented a minimal test
setup/configuration for a CAN circuit validation.
The application software was built on a modular structure,
so the modules from it can be used in other applications.
There were created LabVIEW subroutines as standalone
virtual instruments.
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